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Hydrogenation of Multiple Bonds by Geminal Aminoborane-Based
Frustrated Lewis Pairs

Diana Yepes,[a] Pablo Jaque,*[b] and Israel Fern#ndez*[c]

Abstract: The hydrogenation reaction of multiple bonds
that is mediated by geminal aminoborane-based frustrated
Lewis pairs (FLPs) has been explored by means of density
functional theory calculations. It was found that the release
of the activated dihydrogen occurred in a concerted, yet

highly asynchronous, manner. The physical factors that con-
trol the transformation were quantitatively described in

detail by using the activation strain model of reactivity in

combination with the energy decomposition analysis
method. This approach suggested a cooperative double hy-
drogen-transfer mechanism, which involves the initial migra-
tion of the protic (N)H followed by the nucleophilic attack of
the (B)H hydride to the carbon atom of the multiple bond.

The influence of both the substituents directly attached to
the boron atom of the initial FLP and the nature of the mul-

tiple bond on the transformation was also investigated.

Introduction

Since the seminal discovery of dihydrogen activation by steri-

cally hindered Lewis acid and Lewis base pairs in 2006 by Ste-
phan and co-workers,[1] the chemistry of the so-called Frustrat-

ed Lewis Pairs (FLPs) has experienced a tremendous develop-
ment. Indeed, in the last decade, an impressive number of

studies have focused on different aspects of FLPs, such as the

activation of small inert molecules and bonds (e.g. , H2, CO,
CO2, N2O, etc.), the synthesis of novel, more active FLP systems

(even based on transition-metal fragments), and mechanistic
investigations.[2]

Among the different applications of FLPs, the hydrogenation
of unsaturated organic substrates is arguably one of the most
(if not, the most) representative one.[2, 3] This is because this ap-

proach constitutes a metal-free alternative to traditional transi-
tion-metal-mediated hydrogenations, which can also be carried
out in a catalytic manner. Nevertheless, the development of
enantioselective hydrogenations catalyzed by chiral FLPs still

remains a great challenge.[4] Despite the vast number of stud-
ies devoted to the FLP-mediated hydrogenation reactions of

multiple bonds,[2–5] the physical factors that control the release

of the FLP-activated dihydrogen are not yet completely under-
stood.

With this in mind, we recently explored the factors that con-
trol the initial step of the process, that is, the dihydrogen acti-

vation reaction by a series of geminal aminoborane FLPs.[6] By
means of the activation strain model (ASM)[7] of reactivity in

combination with the energy decomposition analysis (EDA)[8]

method, we gained a detailed quantitative insight into the H2-
activation reaction and proposed an orbital-controlled mecha-

nism. Our findings complemented the previously reported re-
activity models, namely, the electron transfer (ET) model, pro-

posed by P#pai and co-workers in analogy with the transition-
metal-mediated H2 activation,[9] and the electric field (EF)
model, suggested by Grimme and co-workers.[10] In our ap-

proach, the degree of charge transfer cooperativity between
the most important donor–acceptor orbital interactions, that
is, LP(N)!s*(H2) and s(H2)!pp(B), along the reaction coordi-
nate constitutes a suitable indicator of the reaction barrier.

Given the good performance of the combined ASM–EDA
methodology on the chemistry of FLPs, we decided to com-

plete the study of the transformation by considering the sub-
sequent dihydrogen release, which leads to the reduction of
multiple bonds. To this end, we focused on the processes that

involves the most representative FLPs (i.e. , those that have fea-
sible H2 activation barriers) and different multiple bonds, which

includes either polar (O=C, N=C) or nonpolar (C=C, C/C)
bonds (Scheme 1). The selected transformations were chosen

to quantitatively assess the influence of both the substituents

at the FLP and the nature of the multiple bond on the trans-
formation. Even though it has been found that related geminal

aminoborane species (R2NCH2BAr2) form head-to-tail dimers
and oligomers under certain conditions,[11] the studied systems

can still be considered as model compounds of more realistic
geminal B/N[12] or B/P[13] FLPs.
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Theoretical Methods and Computational
Details

To enable a direct comparison, we have used the same level of

theory as that used in our previous study on the FLP–dihydro-
gen activation.[6] Therefore, geometry optimizations of the mol-

ecules were performed without symmetry constraints by using

the Gaussian 09 suite of programs[14] and employing the meta-
hybrid M06-2X exchange–correlation functional[15] combined

with the triple-z quality def2-TZVPP basis set.[16] Reactants and
products were characterized by frequency calculations and

have positive definite Hessian matrices. Transition states (TSs)
showed only one negative eigenvalue in their diagonalized

force constant matrices, and their associated eigenvectors

were confirmed to correspond to the motion along the reac-
tion coordinate under consideration by using the intrinsic reac-

tion coordinate (IRC) method.[17] In addition, the vibrational cal-
culation provided the thermal Gibbs energy corrections by

using the gas ideal rigid rotor/harmonic oscillator approxima-
tion. Solvent effects were taken into account with the polariza-
ble continuum model (PCM)[18] by using the gas-phase-opti-

mized geometries at the same level. This level is denoted
PCM(solvent)/M06-2X/def2-TZVPP//M06-2X/def2-TZVPP. Energy
decomposition analyses were carried out by using the
ADF.2014 program[19] at the dispersion-corrected BP86[20]-D3[21]

level of theory in conjunction with the triple-z quality TZ2P
basis set[22] on the geometries optimized at the M06-2X/def2-

TZVPP level. Core electrons were described in a frozen-core ap-
proximation, and the scalar relativistic effects were accounted
for by using the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA).[23]

Therefore, this level is denoted ZORA-BP86-D3/TZ2P//M06-2X/
def2-TZVPP.

Activation strain model of reactivity

The ASM of reactivity method is a systematic development of
the EDA method (see below). This method, which is also

known as the distortion/interaction model,[24] is a fragment ap-
proach to understanding chemical reactions in which the

height of reaction barriers is described and understood in
terms of the original reactants.[7] Within this approach, the po-

tential energy surface DE(z) [Eq. (1)] , along the reaction coordi-
nate z, is made up of two main contributions: the strain
DEstrain(z) associated with deforming the individual reactants
and the actual interaction DEint(z) between these increasingly

deformed reactants:

DEðzÞ ¼ DEstrainðzÞþDEintðzÞ ð1Þ

The strain DEstrain(z) depends on both the rigidity of the reac-

tants and the reaction pathway under consideration, and the
interaction DEint(z) between the reactants depends on their

electronic structure and on their mutual orientation as they ap-

proach each other. The interplay between DEstrain(z) and DEint(z)
determines where the barrier arises, namely, at the point that

satisfies dDEstrain(z)/dz=@dDEint(z)/dz. This approach has enor-
mously contributed to our current understanding of different

fundamental transformations in organic[25] and organometallic
chemistry.[26] For further details of the theoretical background

and different applications of the ASM method, we refer readers

to recently published review articles.[7]

Herein, for consistency reasons, the reaction coordinate was
defined as the projection of the IRC onto the forming BH···C

distance. This reaction coordinate z undergoes a well-defined

change over the course of the reaction from the initial reactant
complexes to the equilibrium BH···C distance in the corre-

sponding transition states.

Energy decomposition analysis

The interaction DEint(z) between the strained reactants can be

further partitioned into chemically meaningful contributions
by means of the EDA method.[8, 27] Thus, DEint(z) is composed of

the following terms [Eq. (2)] along the reaction coordinate:

DE intðzÞ ¼ DVelstatðzÞþDEPauliðzÞþDEorbðzÞþDEdispðzÞ ð2Þ

The term DVelstat corresponds to the classical electrostatic inter-
action between the unperturbed charge distributions of the
deformed reactants and is usually attractive. The Pauli repul-

sion DEPauli comprises the destabilizing interactions between
occupied orbitals and is responsible for any steric repulsion.
The orbital interaction DEorb accounts for charge transfer (inter-

action between occupied orbitals on one moiety with unoccu-
pied orbitals on the other, which includes HOMO–LUMO inter-

actions) and polarization (empty–occupied orbital mixing on
one fragment owing to the presence of another fragment). Fi-

nally, the DEdisp term takes into account the interactions that
are due to dispersion forces. Moreover, the NOCV (natural orbi-

tal for chemical valence)[28] extension of the EDA method has

been used to further partition the DEorb term. The EDA–NOCV
approach provides the pairwise energy contributions for each

pair of interacting orbitals to the total bond energy.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the computed reaction profile for a representa-
tive hydrogenation reaction that involves zwitterion 2 f (R =

Scheme 1. Hydrogenation reactions mediated by a,a-disubstituted geminal
aminoborane-based FLPs considered in this study.
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C6F5) and methanimine (6). The reduction of substrate 6 by 2 f
proceeds in a concerted manner via an initial reactant complex
RC6 f ; this is transformed into the corresponding reaction

products through the transition state TS6 f to give methyla-
mine (H2N@CH3) and FLP 1 f. This saddle point is associated

with the concerted (yet asynchronous) migration of both hy-
drogen atoms from zwitterion 2 f to imine 6, which involves

the nucleophilic attack of the B@H hydride species onto the

electrophilic carbon atom of imine 6 and the N@H proton mi-
gration onto the nitrogen atom of the imine. The transforma-

tion can be formally viewed as a double group transfer reac-
tion (DGTR),[29] which resembles textbook reactions, such as

the diimide reduction of double or triple bonds,[30] the Meer-
wein–Ponndorf–Verley reduction (MPV) of carbonyl groups,[31]

some type II dyotropic reactions that are characterized by the

intramolecular transfer of the two groups (generally hydrogen
atoms),[32] and even the transition-metal-catalyzed (Noyori-

type) hydrogenation reaction of polar bonds.[33] The computed
low activation barrier (DG* = 11.3 kcal mol@1) and exergonic re-

action energy (DGR =@17.4 kcal mol@1) are fully compatible
with a process that occurs at room temperature.[2, 3, 34] Alterna-

tively, the reaction products can also be formed through transi-
tion state TS6 f“, in which the B@H hydride species migrates to
the nucleophilic nitrogen atom of the imine instead of to the

electrophilic carbon center. Not surprisingly, the computed ac-
tivation barrier for this counterintuitive reaction is rather high

(DG* = 55.4 kcal mol@1), which renders this alternative pathway
kinetically unfeasible. Moreover, similar reaction profiles were

computed for the more realistic geminal B/N FLP 1-[bis(penta-

fluorophenyl)boryl]-3,5-di-methyl-1H-pyrazole[12] and B/P FLP
Me2PCH2BPh2,[13] which provides further support for the model

compounds that are considered herein (see the Supporting In-
formation, Figure S1).

Similar reaction profiles to that discussed above for the reac-
tion 2 f++6!1 f++H2N@CH3 have been computed for the rest of

the considered transformations. For instance, the optimized
geometries of all the transition states associated with the hy-
drogenation of methanimine (TS6 a–f) or formaldehyde (TS3 a–
f) clearly confirm that the process occurs in a concerted

manner, regardless of the substituent attached to the boron
atom of zwitterions 2 (Figure 2).[35] Closer inspection of these

saddle points indicates that, in all cases, the formation of the
new C@H bond is slower than the formation of the N@H bond.

Interestingly, according to the computed barrier and reaction
energies (Table 1; for the energies computed for the alternative
noncompetitive pathways, see the Supporting Information,

Table S1), it can be observed that shorter N@H bond forming
(or longer N@H bond breaking) distances are associated with

higher reaction barriers. In particular, lower reaction barriers
are found for those hydrogenation processes that involve
highly electronegative substituents (e.g. , F) or strongly elec-
tron-withdrawing groups (e.g. , C6F5) attached to the boron

atom (for instance, the computed activation barrier increased

from 9.9 to 14.7 kcal mol@1 for R = F and I, respectively).
Indeed, a good linear relationship was found when the N@H

bond breaking distance in the transition states TS6 a–f (or
TS3 a–f, for the hydrogenation of O=CH2) were plotted against

the corresponding computed activation barriers (correlation
coefficients of 0.98 and 0.96, respectively, Figure 3). Therefore,

Figure 1. Computed reaction profile for the hydrogenation reaction between
zwitterionic species 2 f and methanimine (6). Relative free energies (DG,
computed at 298 K) and bond lengths are given in kcal mol@1 and a, respec-
tively. All data have been computed at the M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level.

Figure 2. Fully optimized geometries (M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level) of the tran-
sition states involved in the hydrogenation of a) methanimine and b) formal-
dehyde by zwitterionic species 2 a–f. Bond lengths are given in a.
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late transition states (i.e. , having less electronegative groups

attached to the boron atom) are associated with higher activa-

tion barriers than early transition states, which agrees with the
Hammond–Leffer postulate.[36]

To check the effect of the solvent in these hydrogenation re-
actions, single-point-energy refinements were carried out at

the PCM-M06-2X/def2-TZVPP method. Initially, toluene was

chosen as the solvent (Table 2). As a result, the barrier energies
in solution were only slightly higher (2–3 kcal mol@1) than

those computed at the gas phase, whereas the reaction ener-
gies become systematically less exergonic (ca. 7 kcal mol@1)

owing to the loss of the zwitterionic character of species 2 a–f
upon dihydrogen transfer. Not surprisingly, this effect was

much more significant when a polar solvent was used, such as

dimethyl sulfoxide, which was confirmed by our calculations
on selected dehydrogenation reactions (see the Supporting In-

formation, Table S2).
Different reactivity trends can be observed when inspecting

the data gathered in Table 1. On the one hand and as com-
mented above, the hydrogenation of a substrate with highly

electronegative groups attached to the boron atom of zwitter-

ions 2 leads to lower reaction barriers (DG* increased in the

Table 1. Computed activation and reaction energies plus ZPVE corrections (free energies, computed at 298.15 K, are given within parentheses) for the hy-
drogenation reactions of substrates 3–8 by the zwitterionic species 2 a–f. All data [kcal mol@1] were computed at the M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level.

DE* (DG*)[a] DER (DGR)[b]

3 4 5 6 7 8 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 a 0.9 4.9 7.1 6.9 20.9 21.7 @21.8 @16.1 @12.5 @25.9 @32.1 @39.9
(2.3) (5.6) (9.3) (8.9) (23.9) (23.6) (@22.5) (@16.3) (@11.9) (@26.5) (@32.7) (@44.6)

2 b 3.4 6.4 9.0 8.2 22.3 23.2 @36.1 @30.3 @26.7 @40.2 @46.4 @54.2
(5.4) (8.2) (11.3) (9.9) (25.4) (25.2) (@36.8) (@30.7) (@26.3) (@40.9) (@47.0) (@59.0)

2 c 7.8 10.6 13.0 11.5 26.9 26.2 @18.4 @12.7 @9.1 @22.5 @28.7 @36.5
(9.7) (13.6) (15.8) (13.2) (30.5) (28.6) (@19.2) (@13.1) (@8.7) (@23.3) (@29.4) (@41.3)

2 d 9.8 12.4 15.1 12.6 28.5 27.4 @12.3 @6.6 @3.0 @16.4 @22.6 @30.4
(11.8) (14.8) (17.0) (14.3) (31.5) (29.9) (@13.1) (@6.9) (@2.5) (@17.1) (@23.3) (@35.2)

2 e 11.2 13.3 15.6 12.9 29.4 28.0 @7.4 @1.7 1.9 @11.5 @17.7 @25.5
(13.3) (15.9) (18.5) (14.7) (32.3) (30.4) (@8.2) (@2.1) (2.4) (@12.3) (@18.4) (@30.3)

2 f 7.0 9.1 13.8 10.2 26.6 25.6 @13.0 @7.3 @3.7 @17.2 @23.3 @31.1
(9.1) (11.0) (16.9) (11.3) (29.7) (27.6) (@13.3) (@7.2) (@2.8) (@17.4) (@23.5) (@35.4)

[a] Activation energy: DE* = E(TS)@E(RC). [b] Reaction energy: DER = E(reduced 3–8)++E(1 a–f)@E(3–8)@E(2 a–f).

Figure 3. Plot of the computed activation barriers (DG*) against the N@H
bond breaking distance in the transition states TS6 a–f (black squares) and
TS3 a–f (red circles). All data were computed at the M06-2X/def2-TZVPP
level.

Table 2. Computed activation and reaction energies in toluene plus ZPVE corrections (free energies, computed at 298.15 K, are given within parentheses)
for the hydrogenation reactions of substrates 3–8 by the zwitterionic species 2 a–f. All data [kcal mol@1] were computed at the PCM(toluene)/M06-2X/def2-
TZVPP//M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level.

DE* (DG*)[a] DER (DGR)[b]

3 4 5 6 7 8 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 a 2.3 6.8 9.2 9.8 24.9 24.6 @14.8 @8.7 @5.0 @18.7 @24.9 @32.3
(3.7) (7.5) (11.4) (11.9) (27.9) (26.5) (@15.4) (@9.0) (@4.4) (@19.3) (@25.4) (@37.0)

2 b 5.1 8.3 11.0 10.3 26.1 25.9 @28.4 @22.4 @18.7 @32.3 @38.5 @46.0
(7.1) (10.1) (13.3) (12.0) (29.2) (27.9) (@29.2) (@22.8) (@18.2) (@33.0) (@39.2) (@50.8)

2 c 10.6 13.8 16.1 12.3 34.7 29.6 @10.6 @4.6 @0.8 @14.5 @20.7 @28.2
(12.5) (16.7) (18.8) (14.0) (30.5) (32.0) (@11.4) (@5.0) (@0.4) (@15.3) (@21.4) (@33.0)

2 d 12.8 15.6 17.9 13.2 35.7 31.0 @4.7 1.4 5.1 @8.5 @14.7 @22.2
(14.8) (18.1) (19.8) (14.9) (31.5) (33.5) (@5.4) (1.0) (5.6) (@9.2) (@15.4) (@27.0)

2 e 14.3 16.6 18.8 13.5 36.3 31.5 @0.1 6.0 9.7 @4.0 @10.2 @17.6
(16.4) (19.2) (21.7) (15.2) (32.3) (33.9) (@0.9) (5.6) (10.2) (@4.7) (@10.9) (@22.4)

2 f 8.9 11.2 15.9 11.5 33.2 28.2 @7.2 @1.1 2.6 @11.1 @17.3 @24.7
(11.1) (13.1) (19.0) (12.6) (29.7) (30.2) (@7.5) (@1.0) (3.6) (@11.3) (@17.5) (@29.0)

[a] Activation energy: DE* = E(TS)@E(RC). [b] Reaction energy: DER = E(reduced 3–8)++E(1 a–f)@E(3–8)@E(2 a–f).
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order F<Cl<Br< I). In this sense, the incorporation of a C6F5

group, which is widely used in FLP chemistry, results in a be-

havior between that of substrates with F and Cl substituents.
Strikingly, this reactivity trend is opposite to that found for the

dihydrogen activation by using the same FLPs (the correspond-
ing barriers increased in the order I<Br<Cl<F),[6] which high-
lights the markedly different nature of both steps of the FLP-
mediated hydrogenation reaction. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that good substituents for the dihydrogen activation

are not necessarily also good substituents for the subsequent
hydrogen release. For instance, the activation barrier comput-

ed for the H2 activation by H2NCH2B(OMe)2 (1 g) was rather
high (DG* = 34.9 kcal mol@1),[6] whereas the subsequent hydro-

genation of O=CH2 had an activation barrier of only 2.8 kcal
mol@1 (which is even lower than that computed for the analo-

gous reaction that involves the fluorine derivative 2 b, DG* =

5.4 kcal mol@1, Table 1). We will revisit this issue in conjunction
with the activation strain analyses, discussed below.

On the other hand, for a given zwitterion 2 a–f, it was sys-
tematically observed that the hydrogenation of methanimine

(6) was kinetically more difficult than that of formaldehyde (3),
which is consistent with the lower electrophilicity of the

carbon atom of substrate 6. In addition, the attachment of

methyl substituents to the carbon atom in substrate 3 led to
higher barriers (DG* increased in the order 3<4<5), which

suggests that the steric hindrance at that carbon atom ham-
pers the nucleophilic B@H hydride attack. Furthermore, it was

found that the hydrogenation of nonpolar bonds (reactions
that involve substrates 7 and 8) proceeded with much higher

reaction barriers (DG* = 23–32 kcal mol@1) than the analogous

processes that involve polar bonds. This was ascribed to the
occurrence of a significant noncovalent interaction in the initial

reactant complexes, that is, a hydrogen bond is established be-
tween the protic N@H moiety of zwitterion 2 and the lone pair

of the heteroatom of substrates 3–6, which brings both reac-
tants into closer proximity and makes the interaction between

them much stronger. This stabilizing interaction, which is not

present in the processes that involve substrates 7 and 8, can
be easily visualized by means of the noncovalent interaction

(NCI) method.[37] As is illustrated in Figure 4, reactant com-
plexes RC3 b and RC6 b exhibited a strong noncovalent inter-

action (blue region) between the N@H moiety of the zwitterion
and the heteroatom of the substrate, which clearly confirms

the occurrence of the hydrogen bond. In contrast, the analo-
gous species that is involved in the hydrogenation of ethylene,

RC7 b, only exhibited a weak interaction (green surface), which
is the result of a N@H···p interaction.

To further confirm the crucial role of this hydrogen bond on
the interaction between the reactants, we applied the ASM of
reactivity. Figure 5 shows the computed activation strain dia-
grams (ASDs) for the hydrogenation reactions of methanimine
(6) and ethylene (7) by zwitterion 2 b (R = F) from the corre-

sponding reactant complexes to the respective transition

states. Both processes exhibited quite similar ASDs such that

the interaction energy between the deformed reactants, which
is measured by the DEint term, remained constant or became

slightly destabilizing at the beginning of the reaction and in-
verted at the proximity of the transition state region, at which

point it became increasingly stabilizing. The same behavior
was found in strongly related DGTRs[38] and other pericyclic re-

actions.[7, 39] Despite this, the process that involved the polar

N=C bond clearly exhibited a much stronger interaction be-
tween the reactants, not only at the beginning of the process
(when the NH···N hydrogen bond is established) but also, as
anticipated, along the entire reaction coordinate. This stronger

interaction was even able to compensate for the more destabi-
lizing deformation energy (measured by the DEstrain) that was

computed for the hydrogenation of imine 6 compared with
the process that involves substrate 7. As a result, the hydroge-
nation of imine 6 (and of similar systems that have polar C=X

bonds) occurred with a much lower activation barrier than that
of the analogous process that involves the nonpolar C=C (or

C/C) bond.
We also applied the ASM method to understand the influ-

ence that the substituent that is attached to the boron atom

has on the transformation. To this end, the hydrogenation re-
actions of methanimine mediated by zwitterions 2 b and e (R =

F and I, respectively) were compared (the former process oc-
curred with a slightly lower activation barrier, see above). The

corresponding ASDs depicted in Figure 6 indicate that the dif-
ferences between the processes occur mainly at the transition

Figure 4. NCI surfaces computed for reactant complexes RC3 b, RC6 b, and
RC7 b. Blue and green areas indicate strong and weak noncovalent interac-
tions, respectively.

Figure 5. Comparative activation strain diagrams of the hydrogenation reac-
tions of methanimine (6, solid lines) and ethylene (7, dotted lines) mediated
by zwitterion 2 b along the reaction coordinate projected onto the BH···C
bond forming distance. All data were computed at M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level
and referenced to the isolated reactants.
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state region, that is, the part of the reaction coordinate at
which the BH···C bond formation occurs. In the case of the re-

action with substrate 2 e, the interaction energy between the

fragments increased significantly compared with the process
that involved substrate 2 b. However, simultaneously, the strain

term became highly destabilizing, which can offset the stabiliz-
ing contribution of DEint. For this reason, the barrier computed

for the 2 e++6 reaction was slightly higher than that computed
for the hydrogenation with substrate 2 b. In addition, these

ASDs, which are projected onto the BH···C bond forming dis-

tance, suggest that, at the beginning of the process, only the
NH···N bond formation occurred and that this proton migration

was similar for both systems. Indeed, the corresponding ASDs
projected onto the NH···N bond forming distance are nearly

identical for both reactions (see the Supporting Information,
Figure S2). This finding further supports the highly asynchro-

nous nature of this particular type of DGTR.

We finally used the EDA method to gain further quantitative
insight into the different contributions to the total interaction

energy between the fragments along the reaction coordinate.
Figure 7 graphically shows the variation of the EDA terms that
were computed for the hydrogenation of methanimine by
zwitterion 2 b (R = F) from the initial reactant complex RC6 b to

the corresponding transition state TS6 b, which was considered
to be a representative example of the hydrogenation reactions
in this study. It became clear that the interaction from disper-
sion forces (DEdisp) remained constant along the entire transfor-
mation; therefore, it does not control the increase of the DEint

at the transition state region. In contrast, both the orbital
(DEorb) and electrostatic (DVelstat) attractions, the latter in a

lesser extent, became increasingly more stabilizing, particularly

at the transition state region, and could compensate for the
destabilization from the repulsive DEPauli term. It is notable that

the electrostatic term became the major contributor to the
total interaction energy between the reactants at the early

stage of the process, which is dominated by the +NH···N inter-
action. In contrast, as one approaches the transition state, the

BH···C bond formation occurs, and this makes the orbital term
increasingly more stabilizing; as a result, this constitutes the

major contributor to the total interaction energy (for instance,
at the transition state, DEorb accounts for &60 % of the total at-

tractive interactions between the reactants).

The crucial role of the orbital interactions between the de-
formed reactants along the reaction coordinate deserved fur-

ther analysis. Therefore, we decided to apply the energy de-
composition analysis combined with the natural orbitals for

chemical valence (EDA-NOCV)[28] method to not only identify
but also quantify the main orbital interactions that occur be-

tween the reactants along the transformation. According to

the EDA-NOCV method, two main pairwise orbital interactions
dominate the DEorb term: the LP(N-methanimine)!s*(N@H-2 b)

and the s(B@H-2 b)!p*(N=CH2-methanimine) interactions.
Snapshots of the respective NOCV deformation densities (de-

noted as D11 and D12) associated with these interactions at
three key points (reactant complex, midpoint, and TS) along
the reaction coordinate are shown in Figure 8. At the begin-

ning of the process, only the LP(N-methanimine)!s*(N@H-2 b)
interaction takes place as a consequence of the occurrence of
the intermolecular NH···N hydrogen bond, discussed above. Ac-
cording to computed values of the associated NOCV-orbital en-

ergies (DE(1)), this charge transfer process was continuously re-
inforced as the reaction progressed (DE(11) increased from

@11.0 kcal mol@1 in the reactant complex to @33.5 kcal mol@1 in

the transition state). However, this orbital interaction did not
become the major contributor to the total orbital attractions

between the deformed reactants at the proximities of the tran-
sition state region. Instead, the s(B@H-2 b)!p*(N=CH2-metha-

nimine) interaction, which is negligible at the beginning of the
process, became increasingly more significant (for instance,

DE(12) is ca. twice as strong as DE(11) at the transition state),

which firmly confirms the high asynchronicity of the hydrogen
transfers in these FLP-mediated hydrogenation reactions.

A clear picture of the mechanism of the dihydrogen release
by zwitterions 2 emerged from our ASM-EDA(NOCV) study: the

reaction starts with the formation of a strong NH···N hydrogen
bond, which brings both reactants into close enough proximity

Figure 6. Comparative activation strain diagrams of the hydrogenation reac-
tions of methanimine (6) mediated by zwitterions 2 b (solid lines) and e
(dotted lines) along the reaction coordinate projected onto the BH···C bond
forming distance. All data were computed at M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level and
referenced to the isolated reactants.

Figure 7. Energy decomposition analysis of the hydrogenation of methani-
mine (6) by zwitterionic species 2 b (R = F) along the reaction coordinate
projected onto the BH···C bond forming distance (in a). All data were com-
puted at ZORA-BP86-D3/TZ2P//M06-2X/def2-TZVPP level.
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to interact with each other. Then, the migration of the protic

H(@N) hydrogen atom of the zwitterion to the nitrogen atom
of the imine begins, whereas the hydride H(@B) remains mainly

unaltered. As the new (H2C=)N···H bond starts to form, it indu-
ces a strong polarization in the C=N double bond of the imine,

which allows the subsequent nucleophilic addition of the hy-

dride. This cooperative mechanism strongly resembles the typi-
cal hydride nucleophilic addition to multiple bonds that is cat-

alyzed by Lewis acids. For the hydrogenation reactions mediat-
ed by geminal N/B FLPs, considered herein, the process occurs

in a concerted (yet asynchronous) manner, which is reflected
in the rather low activation barriers computed for these trans-

formations.

Conclusion

From the computational study reported herein, the following

conclusions can be drawn: 1) The release of activated dihydro-
gen by geminal N/B FLPs that leads to the reduction of unsatu-

rated bonds occurs in a concerted, yet highly asynchronous,
manner; this resembles typical textbook double group transfer
reactions, like the diimide reduction of double and triple
bonds. 2) The hydrogenation of polar multiple bonds (C=O, C=

N) is much easier, from a kinetic point of view, than the analo-

gous process that involves nonpolar bonds (C=C, C/C). 3) The
latter is mainly due to the occurrence of an initial hydrogen

bond between the NH moiety of the zwitterion and the heter-
oatom of the substrate, which significantly increases the inter-
action between the reactants, not only at the beginning of the

process but also along the entire reaction coordinate. This key
interaction is not present in the reaction of nonpolar bonds,

and as a result, the interaction between the reactants is mark-
edly reduced, which is translated into much higher activation

barriers for these species. 4) Although the computed activation
barrier differences are subtle, it seems that highly electronega-

tive groups attached to the boron atom of the zwitterions lead
to lower reaction barriers. This reactivity trend is opposite to

that found for the initial dihydrogen activation step. 5) Accord-
ing to the EDA-NOCV method, two main orbital interactions

dominate the total orbital attractions between the reactants
throughout this process, namely, the LP(heteroatom)!s*(N@H-

2) interaction and the s(B@H-2)!p*(X=CH2) interaction. The
former dominates at the early stages of the transformation,
whereas the latter becomes the major contributor to the total
DEorb term in the transition state region. 6) Finally, this particu-
lar hydrogenation reaction can be viewed as a cooperative

double hydrogen migration reaction, in which the initial migra-
tion of the protic (N)H atom induces a polarization of the mul-

tiple bond and allows the subsequent (B)H hydride transfer.
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